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The lowest lying eigenmodes of a classical fluid have been approximately demrmined for a wide range o~" ¢~et:sities and 
w~venumbers. The most important eigcnmodes arc dlrcel extensions ot the th:roe hydt'odynamie heat and sotmd modes to 
much larger wavenuml0ors. A new and consistent imcrpr~tation of neutron spectra and relatea molecn.lar dynamics 
simulations in terms of these modes is made. AL~o experimental predletio~s ar~ disett~sed, so~e of whleh seev~ laarticularly 
suitable f~r investigating with sp;'llalion sources. 

1. Introduction 

We have studied the most  impo~an t - lowes t  
ly ing-e igenmodes  of a hard sphere fluid as a 
function of density on the basis of  kinetic theory. 
These e igenmodes allow us to obtain information 
about  all correlation functions of  the fluid, in 
particular S(k,  to). The  study of  the  behavior of 
these e igenmodes as a function of  k, the com-  
parison of  the theoretical S(k,  to) and related 
functions with computer  results for various inter-  
particle potentials, as well as with experimental  
data for liquid Ar,  He,  Rb,  Fl u, etc., has  tend to a 
new interpretation of ma~y aspects of the neut -  
ron spectra of  fluids. In p~,rticular, it allows one,  
in principle, te  follow in detail the change in 
S(k,  (o) f rom a function dominated by collective 
eigenmodes for small k and to to one demi~nated 
by individual p~tr~iele modes  for large k and a~. ]it 
has also led t c a  number  of  predictions about  
S(k,  to) of rea~ fluids, some of which hav~ al- 
ready been con;~rmed experimentally, and i~ has  
raised a number  of  questions that could be ans-  
w~'red in part by experiments  with the new ~leut- 
run spal~ation sources. 

Of all the correlation functions of the fluid, we 

will restrict ourselves here to the density-<lenslty 
correlation function or its Fourier tram~form, the~ 
imermediate  scattering function F(k,  t) or its 
double Fourier  transform, the dyn:unic structure 
factor $(k ,  to). 

2. K~aefie theory 

Our  starting peta l  is an approximate Ifi~ear 
kinetic operator  that determines the time evolu- 
tion of all the correlation functions in ,:he flai~l, 
in particular the S(k, to) [1]. This  ,apezat,or Jis a 
generalizm.ion to high densities of  the tinearized 
Boltzznann o:aerator in the spirit of  one made 
many  year's :~go by Enskog.  It is only applicable 
to a ft~id o~ hard spheres,  since the collisions are 
suppo:~ed to be instantaneous,  For hard spheres 
of  diameter  ~r this ( inhomogeneous  generalized) 
Enskog operator  L ( k )  is a sum of three terms: a 
free-streaming term, a collision term and a mean  
field term: 

L ( k )  = - i k  . v + ng(cr)A k + nA  k. (1) 

Here  k is a wave vector, v the velocity, g(o)  the 
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radial distribution function of two spheres at 
contact, n the number density, A,  is a bJn~wy 
collision operator deflated on a fur~etion h(v) by 

× [ h ( v ) -  h(©*) + e -'~" :{~ (v ' ) -  h(v'*)}], 

(2) 

while the mean field operator A~, which contains 
the static correlations i~, the fluid ti~rough the 
static structure factor S(~:), is defined by 

a~h (v) ~- [C(~) - g(c~)C,,(..'O] 

× f dv'¢~(v')ik . v'h(o'). (3) 

I~ (2) and (3) & is a unit vector (~r = o'b), g :~ 
V - v  ~, O(x) the unit step function, v* = v - g  • dr& 
and v '*=v'+g.6d" are the velocities of the 
restituting collision, the direct correlation rune.. 
tio..~ C(k):=n-~[1-1/S(k)], Co(k) is its low 
density limit and t#(v) = (~nt/2~r) a~z x 
exp(-/3mv~/2), where m is the ma,,is of a hard 
sphere and /3 = 1/kaT with T the teml:~erature 
and /;~ Boltzmann's constant. 

The application of L(k) is through a spectral 
decomposition in eigenmodes: 

L(k) :- - ~  I~g~:, v)>zgk)@ (k, ~)), (4) 
i 

where each z~(k) denotes an eigenvalue of -L(k)  
and ~ and ~i are the corresponding fight and 
left eigenfunetions respectively, qhe  bracket no- 
tation in (4) refers to the inner product ( f i g )  = 
(~f*g)=.fdwf~(v)f*(,)g(v), With the cqs. (1)-(4) 
one has: 

I S(k)Re ~ Ai(k) 
= ~ ko + zgk) '  (5) 

where A~(k)=(~'t(k,~))(~(k,v)). The first 
equality in (5) suggests that S(k, to) ¢zr~ be deter- 
m~[ned directly from L(k), the second equality 

gives a representation of S(~t, to) as an infinite 
sum of  Lorent.zians. 

To determine the z!(k) expl.:citly, A~ in (1), (2) 
is approximated by ooerators A~ *~ labeled by an 
integer7 M and defined by 

~ | "  I 

(6) 

where {~,tf} is a complete set of suitably chosen 
crthonor~nal polynomials in v, P~ projects on 
~1"" "<brcl and $2jl(k)=(4~A~.~l ). By choosing 
M - - 7  . . . .  ,11 convergent results have been ob- 
tained for' the first six eigenmodes. 

The tk-ae evolution of the :~elf-¢orrelation 
functions in the fluid are governed by the 
Lorentz-Enskog operator L'(k) defined by 

L~(k ) -- - i  k . v + ng(cr}A~, (7) 

where A~ = limk_~ Ak, i.e.. A® is given by (2) 
0vithout the last two terms on the fight-hand 
side. The spectra~ decomposition of L~(k) can be 
made in a completely similar manner as for L(k) 
and since L(k) tends to L~(k) for large ~t 
(lim~_®Ak =0),  the eigenmodes of L(k) will 
tend to those of L'~(k). For all k the eigenmodes 
el  L(k) can be divided into two classes: the five 
extended hydrodynamic modes and the kinetic 
modes;  the first are those that go to zero for 
k--~ 0 and are generalizations tO large k of the 
well-known hyclrodynamie modes of hyd- 
rodynamics. The kinetic modes all approach 
non-zero positive values for k ~ 0. We are in- 
terested here mainly in the heat mode j = h and 
the two sound modes j - -  ± .  For L~(k) there is 
only one tlydcodynamie mode: a self-d~ffusion 
mode j = D. Jfmportant is that the e~genvalue 
zt~(k) of L(k) tends to the setf-diffuslon eigen- 
value zD(k) of L~(k), whic,~ for small k, in the 
hydrodynamical regime, are given by zh(k) = 
~ek z and zt)(k)= D~k ~, where c~ z and D~ a~e 
the thermal diffusivity and the self-diffusion 
coetlieienl given by the Enskog transport theory. 
' fhe  halt width w~(k) of S(k,~o). defined in 
general by 

S(k, ~ . (k ) )  = ~S(k, 0), (8) 
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can be computed  directly for the hard sphere  
,quid us ing (5) and (8). Similar considerations 
hold for S,(k, to), given by 

(9) 

3. Eigeuva~ues for a b~trd sphere  fluid 

The  iowest  six e igenmodes have been s tudied 
I'2] for a range of densities varyin~ from Vo/V= 
C~.05 to 0.650, where Vo = Nt~a/~/2 is the volume 
o~ close packing. The  three extended hyd-  
n~dynamic modes  describe S(k, to) well up to 
k i~=0 .6  where  the mean  free path I~=cr/2~r× 
(~ , /V)g(o ' ) ,  i.e., for V j V = O . 3  up to /ct~=2 
an,d for Vo/V = 0.625 up to k t r=  12. With three 
mere (kinetic) modes,  a good description of 
S(k,to) is obtained up to k l e ~ l . 5 ,  i.e., for  
V o / V = 0 . 3  up to kcr-~5 for V j V = 0 . 6 2 5  up to 
ktr~-~30. * in the region where the  three ex-  
tended hydrodynamic mode,,; suffice, a L a n d a u -  
Placzek-like description of $(k, w) is possible, 
as a sum of  three Lorentzians [1], or  equival.- 
ently, a generalized hydrodynamic description 
obtains with k-dependent  thermodynamic  and  
transport eoe~eienls ,  as discussed by Alder e.s. 
[3, 4]. The  e igenv~ues  z~(k) behave,  as a func- 
tion of k, quite differently from what one would 
expect f rom a simple generalization of their hyd-  
rodynar~,]e equivalents,  which ~ e  ~ k  z for the.Jr 
real (damping) parts and - k  for their imaginary 
(propagat ing) parts.  Outr study of the  e igenmodcs  
reveals the following. 

a) Heat mode. The extended heat  mode  eigen-  
value z~,(k,,, is always real, and ~ 0 ,  i.e., the heat  
mode is always purely damped.  Moreover,  it is 
the most i~a~-~ortant of all the eigenmodes.  It 
determines ~he height S(k, 0) and the halfwldth 
~oH(k) of S(k, co) [1], as well as the long-t ime 

* On camparing a ret~ fluid with a hard sphere fluid, a choice 
~t an ellez~ive .tiameter Ior the hard sphere fluid ba~ to be 
made. At a given temlJmalarc the effcctlve di~maeter wa.,. 
dclermined as t ~le average of tho~e value~ of o- for which 
re.spective]y the location and the height of the first max- 
imum o~ S(k) o~ both fluld~; coincide. Then cr ~3-4 .~ and 
for mo~l e~perh~ents VIJ V ~ 0,52--0.65. 

~jlE ' [ 0 ) /  

/Y 'y/ 

5 

1.0 

0 1.0 

Fig. 1. Reduced heat mode zk, rf~ ( ~ )  and .~ound damping 
zj~ ( ~ )  as .a function n,f the rcdeced wave number kit: iar 
the densities VjV=0.25 (a) and G.50 (b). The heat mode 
end the sound damping oscillzte aroulld the self-diffusion 
mode Zrjt~ (------)  am.I a klne~ic mode (-----) of L"(k), 
respectively. Here tt~(lv) are the Ea~.~og mean free dine 
(path). 

behavior Gf F(k, t) since it is the lowes~ lying 
mode,  Zh(k) is skete?ted in fig. 1 for Vo/V=0.25 , 
and f~,50 and together  with tol~ ~ for VolV= 0.625 
in f ig  2. Like all o ther  modes,  Zh(k) e×hib-Cts an 
osci~ator:,r behavior i~s a function of ~ around all 
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Fig. 2. Reduced heat mode z,~, < ~ ) ,  Sound dampin~ z,t~ 
( - - - )  and bali' width ,OHt,, (--.--) as a function of ko" for 
Vo/V = 0.625. The sound damping is double-valued where 
the sound dlsoersion exhibits a gap (eL fig. 5e). Also shown 
m~c the self-ciiffasion mode zr,(k)t., (----) and a kinetic 
mode ( . . . .  ) of Lt Here to =(tm)lt:~r]2. 

e~genmode (in this case zo(Ic)) of L~(k). The 
oscillations in z~,(k) are generated by S(k)  as 
well as by the factor e -~ ~°" in A~. 

For Vo/V>0.30  a minimum in z~(k) as a 
[itnctiotz of k occurs that becomes more and 
more pronounced with !nereasing density. For 
the ~ame densities a minimum in o~(k) occurs, 
the de Gennes minimum. We shall discus.~ ~he 
~ehavior of Zh(/¢ ) and its connection with (a.(k) 
~n detail for ~%/V = 0.625 but the arguments are 
-~,~did for all V o / V > 0 . 3 0 .  

The minimum of z , (k)  and o~H(k) both occur 
at k = k ~  such that k~cr~-2cr (or A=(r) .  An 
approximate expression for z,,(k) for O < k t z <  
0.6 or  0 < k o r < 1 2 ,  can be obtained by perturba- 
tion theow [2] and reads 

Zh(k ) = . ~  d(k) + C?((k[r_)'~). (t~0) 

Here d(k)  = < ~A  ~ ~2>/<(bzA=Z~b~_) (with 
¢b2= (/3m)t~z£ • v) is independent of the density 
and ¢haracterizgs the oscillations of Aa around 
A,. Eq. (10) implies that while zh(k) oscillates 
around z r ~ ( k ) ~ D z k ' ,  S(k)  causes a sharp 
minimum in z,(k) at k = k ~ k s ,  where ks is 
that k '~¢here S(k) has a maximum. However, the 
oscillations due to S(R) alone ~u'e too large and 
are considerably cor,;ected by the dynamic factor 

I 0  , - . - .  . . . .  . . f .  

Z h l ,  ~ ' , ".' 

• f - - - .  z " 

0 5 IO 15 ~) 

Fig. 3. I~educed heat mode z.t~ ( ~ )  and the appmxima- 
tion~ D.,k2tJS(k~ ( - - - )  and Dvk~f,,d(k)IS(k) ( . . . . .  ) as a 
faacfion of the rednced ~vavenumbe~ k~; for VJV= 0.625. 

d(!c). We note that with increasing k, kz lS (k )  
gets increasingly out of phase with Zh(k), which 
is eo~Teeted by d(lg) (cf. fig. 3), 

While for kcr~ 12, S(k)  dominates and co- 
de~er.rnines the minimum of Zh(k), for kcr;~30~ 
Ak d~minates. For intermediate values of kcr 
(12~;k~r~30) a (destructive) inte.,-[erence be- 
tweer the oscillations of S(k)  and A~ occurs. As 
a eorsequence, for k ~ ko, the oscillations of 
zh(k) around zD(k)-and to a lesser extent those 
of ta~(k) around o~(k) -deerease  and then in- 
crease again (el. fig. 2). The approach of the heat 
mode to the self-diffusion mode, for k ~ ka (el. 
fig. 2), can physically be understood as a conse- 
quence of the disappearance at these and larger 
values of k (i.e., for .k~<<r) of four of the. five 
local conservation laws and the (approxLmate) 
validity of only one conservation law still 
namely that of the conservation of mass. 

Since-like in hyd~rodynamics-S(k, 0) is in- 
versely proportional to OJa(k). the qualitative 
~eatures discussed here for tort(k) also hold for 
$(k, 0). In particular, S(k, 0) exlfibits a very 
sh~trp maximum at k = kG. 

We remark th~,.t with decreasing density, the 
di:~[erence Iko-k.,] grows (cf. fig. 4), the De 
Gennes minimum flattens out and disappears for 
V~/V~0.30.  We also note that zh(ko) is reraark- 
ably linear as a function of the density (cf. fig. 4) 
even up to V n l V = 0 . 7 ,  where the hard :sphere 
fluid is undercooled) ~' 

* %V,~ aole that the =h(kc,) for liquid argon at 120 K for five 
cLensities, as well as that of other substances, all tie on the 
same straight line, when appropriately reduced. ~ llne 
extrapolates to a reduced densiVy of VolV= 0.74.5, do~.~ to 
the reduced meltinj; deasiti.~s of Ax and hard spheres of 
V, dV = 0.72.5. This mlses the que~don whether rite varfish- 
in:g of z,,(kj [s connected with the dLsappearanc¢ of an 
uudcrcooled fluid state. 
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Fig. zL Density dependence o1 (a) zl~(kc~) (-) and ~.uH(kc..~) 
(-.-), '.vheee -",,(k) and (o~(k) have their (de Oennes) mini- 
mum at k = k<~; end (b) difference between kc~o" and kso', 
where S(k) has its first maximum at k ~k s. Experimental 
value~ for z,:ikc~) of Ar (O) at 120 K, tr = 3.43 A, ~,, = 1.0310s 
['5,9]: and for a.,H(k~:~) of Ar ([3) at 85K~ o'=3.46A, t,,= 
1.30 ps F18]: Rb (A) at 315 K: o" = 4.44~,, r,, = t.27 ps [10]; 
Kr (~) at 297 K; o- ~ 3.59 A, t, ~ 1.05 ps [19] and H'e (<>) at 
4.2 K. ~r = 2.92 A.. 1,, = 1.56ps [8] are also inserted, q'he bars 
indicate estimated uncertainties. In (el, the reduced solidifica- 
lion (×) and melting (-) densities fore hard sphere fluid and 
for Ar at 120 K. which coincide, are :dso indicated. 

The long-time behavior of the intermediate 
scattering function F(k, t) is given entirely by the 
heat mode, i.e., then F(k, t)~ e- =,,~k~L Corrections 
due to other modes become increasingly impor- 
tanl with decreasing values of 1 and increasing 
values of k (see below sub c). 

b) Sound modes, The extended sound mode 
eigenvalucs are each olher's complex conjugate: 
z, = ±i(o,+z~. They are in general propagating 
modes, i.e., to,.¢ 0, that are damped, i.e,, z~>0. 
However. they are not always visible in S(k, (o) 
as separate maxima, as they are in the hyd- 
rodynamic regime, where they appear as sepa- 
rate lines. This does not mean that they are 
absent, but only that their cont~bution is not 

directly observable. For a hard sphere fluid they 
are visible as separate maxima for k(r~0,5.  The 
most interesting behavior again occurs at high 
(liquid) densities. Starting at V J V ~ 0 . 5 2 ,  the 
two seund modes show a propagation gap for 
certain values of k, where o~,= 0 and the modes 
do not propagate (fig. 5). In such a region tt:ere 
are two purely damped (non-propagating) modes 
that oscillate around a kinetic mode of L ~ (eL fig. 
2). The location of this region is around ko" ~ 2~¢, 
i.e., A ~-(r, and the existence of the gap and the 
behavior of ~o~ around the gap arc both very little 
dependent on S(k).* 

Physically, the appearance of a gap is caused 
by a competition between elastic (restoring) .and 
dissipative forces, which for sufficiently small k 
(for instance, in the hydrodynamic regime, wb',re 
the former are ~ko- and the latter ~(k~¢) z) are 
always won by the elastic ~orees, so that propag- 
ation of sound occurs. For larger k, however, the 
dissipative fcrces prevail for certain ranges of 
k-values, so that no propagation is possible. The 
disappearance of the gap for still larger ,'t-values 
is due to the free streaming term - i k  • t, which 
represents free propagation. This limits the 
number of propagation gaps to one (0.52~ 
V0[V~0.55 and 0 , 6 2 5 ~ V o / V ~ 0 . 6 8 0 )  or two 
(0.55 ~< V o / V ~  0.625 and 0.68 ~ V j  V ~  0.70) at 
most. With decreasing density, the gap disap- 
pears below V J V ~ . O . 5 2 ,  when, first, a Landau- 
like dispersion curve appears for 0 .50~ V J V ~ ,  
0,40, till finally for V o I V ~  0,20 a mot,otonically 
rising line with very slowly changing slope ap- 
pear~ (el. fig. 5). Like the heat mode minima.~ so 
does the propagation gap manifest itself in the 
form of S(k, (o) as a function of k, albeit in a 
more subtle way. For k-values corresponding to 
the gap, the contributions to S(I¢, ~o) will shift 
from the shoulders to the center, there being 
three real (damped) modes now. Thus, for liquid 
den~i~',ies, where both phenomena occur around 
ktr ~2~r, not only a narrow but also a relatively 
sleek line will appear for such k-values. 

c) Kinetic modes, All the eigenvalues o~' the 
kinetic modes in this theory are positive for 

~ In general, the behavior of the sound modc'~--be,th ~he real 
(damping) part and tb.- imagi~mry (propagating) part de- 
pend weakly on St, k), thLs ex)ntrary to lhe behavior of the 
heat mode. 
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Fig. 5. ReducEd soun.d dispersion ~,tt~ a~ a fuaeti0n o~' kI~ for V, IV = 0.10 (a): 0.45 (b); 0.525 (c): 0.575 (d}: 0.625 (e) .~nd 0.650 
(C), On~ or mare pre,aagadon gaps appear for VJV~0 .52 .  In (f) a kirlctic mode ~ of L(k) with a propagation gap Ls also 
p~otted. 
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k ~ 0, i.e., damped and non-propagating. Of the 
lowest three, one ~s always real the other  two are 
almost degenerate at k = (3 and become complex, 
i.e., propagating alr,~.ady for kt~.> 0 , 0 0 5 . / d  very 
high densities (V,)IV~C.650) the dispersion 
curve of these propagating kinetic mode,a also 
exhibits a propagation gap, just as oeeun'ed for 
the sound modes [2] (fig. 5f). 

The kinetic modes are important for a proper  
description of F(k, t) at short t imes or S(k, a~) 
for large ~, especially at large k. For instance, 
for V~/V=0 .625 ,  our  F(k,  t), determined from 
the Enskog theory and that o~ A/dot c.s. deter- 
mined from ME> are both welt described with the 
three extended hydrodynamic modes alone for 
all t as long as ~ 1 , 0 ,  For l<~k~r<9, these 
same three modes describe F(k, z) well for tltv.~ 
2, while for 9 ~ k < r ~ 3 0 ,  this only obtains for 
t/t~>~3.5 [2]. With six modes a good description 
is obtained for all t up until k<r = 30. 

IC Z h I~ ~ ..~, 

8 z D t, - -  ; 

5 I0 15 20 

Fig. 6. Reduced heat mode zhr ~ for liquid A.r at 120 K and 
115 bar (×): for a comparable Lennard-Joncs (1.J) fluid (~.,); 
~or a repulsive L.enaard-Jones (RLJ) fluid at the same temp.. 
crature ([3) and for hard spher~:s according to the generallz,:d 
Enskog theory ( ~ )  aS a function of/<o-. Also, the reduced 
h:alfwidths ~tt,, ( - '  ~) and ~t , ,  ( - - - - )  and the reduced 
serf-diffusion mode zDt¢ { ~ )  an~ plotted as a function of 
/co. The arrow poinls to that value of ko" where k l ~  1. In all 
cases, V j V =  0.53. 

,~. Real fluids 

4.1. Present experiments 

The results for hard sphere fluids suggest a 
new way of interpreting neutron spectra of real 
fluids, via. in terms of the eigenmodes of the 
fluids, in general, although there are quantitative 
differences in certain cases, the qualitative pic- 
ture seems to remain valid. Molecular dynamics 
(MD) calculations of S(g¢, (o) and a decomposi- 
tion of g(k, (o) in three Lorentzians (el. eq. (5)) 
support the idea that the quantitative differences 
that do occur betweet~ hard sphere and real 
fluids, are mainly due to the difference in inter- 
particle potential but not due to physically ,'lifter- 
ent processes. Thus, by making for the S(k, co) of 
liquid Argon such a decomposition ~n three 
Loreatz lines [5]-wlhieh suffices for the accuracy 
with which any S(I<, ~o) has been obtained so far, 
either experimentally or by MD [6J- the ex- 
tended heat mode and sound modes can be 
determined for Ico'<~ t4 (eL figs. "-.. 7). Then one 
finds that the extended heat mode of liquid Ar 
determines S(/~, 0) [1] and in particular the half- 
width ,~ot_ i completely [1, 7], resembles very much 
that derived from a M'D-calculation for a 12-6 

I i 
.s~k~ 

' ° I  b'',. 
~ ,~r// .. 

e 

e 

° * t 
o J o 

5 • ~ o e  j 

o+ r l  _ " T 

Fig.  7. a) R e d 0 o e d  s o u n d  f~equenc'Y (o,t~, as a funct ion of  ko" 
for liquid Ar at t20 K and 115 bar (.) and a comparable LI 
',y,,;tem (O~ ~'Ath kc~'/7~ =0.97. The dashed cet've ~'eptesents 
,o~ck v.d~h c=7]5ms q. b) The same for a I.J (O) and a 
,%lJ (O) :~ystem at kuT/c =0.97 and a RLJ (x) system at 
k~T/e=3.90. Not~ ~he propagation gap around ko'~2~r 
where ~, = 0. 
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Lenna~d-Jones fluid [6] and is also close to tha't 
of  an 'equivalent '  hard sphere gas [1, 7]. An 
except~ion is the rug/on kcr~4,  where the hard 
sphere results differ considerably both in mag- 
nitude and in shape. A biD-calculation with a 
s teep purely repulsive (RU)-bu t  not hard 
sphere-potent ia l  (see ref. 6) shows agreement 
with the cata(k) of the hard sphere fluid. These 
differences in car! can be understood on the basis 
of eq. (10) and the difference in Silk) for the two 
fluids, which is due to their differer.tt interpartiele 
potentials (cf. fig. 6). A similar comparison of 
(o;.l(k) of liquid helium at 4.20 K with the heat 
mode of an equivale'~t hard spher,~ gas (VolV= 
0.33; ~ = 2 . 9 2 A )  ~ o  shows good agreement 
between the two [2, 8]. 

Like for hard spheres, one finds for liquid 
argon at 120 g and 20, 115, 270 and 400 bar, a 
mrge, slightly density dependent sound propaga- 
tion gap around k( r~  2~ [5, 9]. The magnitude 
and shape of the dispersion curves are very slmi- 
lar to thos~ ~. determined by lV£D for a 12-6 
Lennard-3ones fluid (el. fig, 7) but are quite 
different from that of an equivalent hard sphere 
fluid. However, ag~n,  a MD-ea/culation with a 
RLI  potential suggest.~ that th:is difference is due 
to the difference in int,,'rpartic~e potential (cf. fig. 
7) ~6]. The k-values for which separate sound 
peaks become visible in various liquids depends 
on the interparticle pc,tentiaI. For liquid A.r it is 
for ko-~ 1 [1], w h l e  for liquid Rb already for 
kcr=a4 [10] peaks ~re distinguishable. 

4.2. Furore experirr~.rzts 

Experiments peffo.,~,aed at larger values of ¢c 
and ~) than hitherto available could check to 
what extent the hard sphere results also carry 
over to the. regime ~;/~> 1 c,r apprc)ximately 
ko-;~ 10 for real fluids. 

1) In general, with decreasing density the im- 
portance of individuM particle effects, due to 
ik -v, wilt increase at the expense of collective 
effects that are due to Ak and Ak. In fact, the 
smaller the density, the smaller the value of ktr 
for which kIE> 1. Consequently, the effects dis- 
cussec'l in the following two points can be studied 
much better at low than at high densities and 

sp',dlafion sources could perhaps be used to par- 
ticular advantage. 

2) Thus, one could wonder whether also six 
£,orentzians (tbree extended hydrodynamieal 
modes and three kinetic modes (one with real 
and two with complex conjugate eigenvalues)) 
wotdd sufliee to describe S(k, co) consistently as a 
function of ca for 1 < k / E < 2 .  One would expect 
that as long as co<t~ "t, where t~ is an average 
time to tranverse the steep part of the interparti- 
t ie  I:.otential [11], the behavior would qualita- 
tively resemble that of  a hard sphere fluid, but 
that for e~>t~ t differences would occur. This 
seems to be borne out by experiments on liquid 
A~" [9] and liquid H,  [i23. 

3) The transition to ideal gas behavior, i.e., 
where S(k ,~ )  becomes a Gaussian in ca w.;~h 
width ~k,  is unclear, even for hard spheres. 
Whether  thi~ change takes place via the incoher- 
ent scattering function S~(k, ca) ¢,- that both func- 
tions approach ideal gas behavior simuitane- 
ously, and h o w - i f  at a l l - t h e  (infinite) sum of 
Lorentzians on the right hand side of (5) ap- 
proaches a Gaussian, are all open questions. 
Thus, the trausi'fion from collective to individual 
particle behavior is not clear at present. It should 
be remarked that the first correction to the 
Gaussian form of  S(k, to), has been computed 
exactly for a hard sphere fluid [11]. Approxirr~ate 
calculations of this correction have niso been 
made for a 12-6 Lennard-Jones fluid [12, 13]. 

4) I~ would be interesting to investigate the 
universality of a propagation gap for fluids at 
sthSicientiy high densities and the occurrence of a 
Landau-like dispersion curve at lower fluid den- 
sities. Thus liquid ~ at appropriate lower den- 
sities than hitherto considered should exhibit a 
Landau-like dispersion cttrve, while at suffi- 
ciently high densit ies-outside the temperature 
and density region usually considered in low 
temperature phys i c -he l ium should exhibit a 
propagation gap [t4].  One can also ask whether 
the propagation gap is unique for fluids. S~nce 
such a gap also appears in a continuum model of 
a fluid based on the Navier-Stokes equations 
I15], it appears that the fluidity or diftusivity of a 
fluid as opposed to the rigidity of a glass or a 
solid might be essenzial. 
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F i g .  8. Positive anomalous sound dispersion of 1% lln PZ-i) as 
a function k (in fit -~) for liquid Ar at 120K and ~hree 
pressures: (a): 20 bar, c =61.3ms -'~. a = 1.04fi¢~t~; (hi: 11.5 
bar, e=715ms '"~, a =0.36 Ash; (e): 400 bar. e=898  ms -t, 
a =0 .105A:  t2. compared with ~ = c k  (dashed line) and 
mode coupling theory ca, = ek[1 + ak at2] (solid line). 

5) For liquid Argon, the approach of the dis- 
persion curve to the hydrodynamic regime, i.e., 
to ck, (c is the veiocity of sound) is from above, 
i.e., there is positive anomalous dispersion for 
liquid Argon, (el. fig. 8) [5, 9]. The behavior of 
this anomalous dispersion is very well described 
numeri~tlly by mode-coupling theory [16]: 

w.(k ) ..~ ck[1 + ak  3t:~], (11) 

when  the  c o n s t a n t  a is c o m p u t e d  us ing  the  ex-  
p e r i m e n t a l  va lue s  f o r  f l l e r m o d y n a m i c  a n d  t r a n s -  
po r t  p r o p e r t i e s  o f  Aa-gon. W h y  the  m o d e -  
coup l ing  t h e o r y  s h o u l d  b e  app l i c ab l e  t o  k:cr ~ 3 is 
an  o p e n  q u e s t i o n .  A s imi la r  pos i t ive  d i spe r s ion  
has  b e e n  o b s e r v e d  for  l iquid  he l i um a t  1 .2  K (fig. 

220 ~ -  * 

I ¢:-i klA - - - " -  :' 
200 ' - ' ~ "  

0 OA 0.8 

Fig. 9. Posi6vo anomalous phase ve!oci.ty cfk)=~Jk (in 
ms -t) as a function of k (in ,~,-~) for liqui,'t heli~mn at L 2 K  
and saturated vapc~r pressure ~ )  compared with i~hc velc,city 
of sound c = :238 ms "~ (dashed line) a~,d with mode ¢oopling 
theory for a classical hard sphere llu~d with t r = 3 ~  and 
a = 0.18 A ~ (sotid line). 

9) [17]. In  tha t  case ,  a classical ha rd  sphqzre 
calcula t ion with cr ~ 3 A, yiields a = 0. ] 8 A?  j2 and  
gives a per fec t  fit. T h e  physical  s ignificance of  
th']s-if any - i s  unc lea r  a t  present .  
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